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In strabismus, potentially either eye can inform the brain about the location of a target so that an accurate saccade can be made. Sixteen
human subjects with alternating exotropia were tested dichoptically while viewing stimuli on a tangent screen. Each trial began with a
fixation cross visible to only one eye. After the subject fixated the cross, a peripheral target visible to only one eye flashed briefly. The
subject’s task was to look at it. As a rule, the eye to which the target was presented was the eye that acquired the target. However, when
stimuli were presented in the far nasal visual field, subjects occasionally performed a “crossover” saccade by placing the other eye on the
target. This strategy avoided the need to make a large adducting saccade. In such cases, information about target location was obtained
by one eye and used to program a saccade for the other eye, with a corresponding latency increase. In 10/16 subjects, targets were
presented on some trials to both eyes. Binocular sensory maps were also compiled to delineate the portions of the visual scene perceived
with each eye. These maps were compared with subjects’ pattern of eye choice for target acquisition. There was a correspondence between
suppression scotoma maps and the eye used to acquire peripheral targets. In other words, targets were fixated by the eye used to perceive
them. These studies reveal how patients with alternating strabismus, despite eye misalignment, manage to localize and capture visual
targets in their environment.
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Introduction
In normal subjects, the visual environment is explored through
constant execution of saccades (Dodge, 1919; Buswell, 1935).
When an object of interest appears, its image falls on correspond-
ing points in the peripheral retina of each eye. A conjugate sac-
cade moves the eyes so that the target is projected onto each fovea.
Target selection for saccades has been investigated intensively in
normal subjects (Basso and Wurtz, 1998; Krauzlis et al., 2004;
Kayser et al., 2006; Noudoost et al., 2010; Hall and Colby, 2011;
Kowler, 2011; Schall et al., 2011; Tatler et al., 2011; Burr and
Morrone, 2012). However, little is known about this topic in
strabismic subjects. In strabismus, the situation is more compli-
cated because the foveae are directed at two different locations.

There are many different forms of strabismus. To narrow the
scope of our inquiry we have concentrated on intermittent exo-
tropia. This condition has a distinct phenotype, which accounts
for �30% of strabismus cases (Mohney, 2007). Initially, individ-

uals enjoy normal binocular development, intact stereopsis, and
good acuity in both eyes (Hoyt and Pesic, 2012). However, their
exophoria eventually decompensates into intermittent exotropia
(Nusz et al., 2006; Romanchuk et al., 2006; Eibschitz-Tsimhoni et
al., 2007; Buck et al., 2012). Subjects switch between epochs of
ocular fusion and exotropia (Hatt et al., 2008). When diverged,
they engage in strabismic suppression to avoid diplopia. Usually
they are able to alternate fixation and retain good acuity in both
eyes. In some subjects, exotropia eventually becomes constant
and stereopsis can be lost (Hunter et al., 2001; Chia et al., 2007;
Choi and Kim, 2013).

Recently, we mapped the visual fields in subjects with exotro-
pia to determine how sensory information is suppressed to avoid
diplopia (Economides et al., 2012). In agreement with others
(Cooper and Feldman, 1979; Herzau, 1980; Joosse et al., 1999;
Serrano-Pedraza et al., 2011), there was regional suppression of
the peripheral temporal retina in each eye. This is accompanied
by loss of metabolic activity in the temporal retina’s ocular dom-
inance columns in peripheral striate cortex (Tychsen and
Burkhalter, 1997; Adams et al., 2013). In the present study, we
address how subjects with exotropia guide their eyes to acquire
targets in the visual scene.

It is common for a person with alternating exotropia to view a
target with one eye and make an accurate saccade to fixate a new
target with the other eye (van Leeuwen et al., 2001). It is unknown
how this feat is accomplished. It is possible that the new target is
perceived via the peripheral retina in the initially fixating eye. In
that case, to program an appropriate movement for the other eye,
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the brain would have to take into account the exotropia to calcu-
late the correct vector of the intended saccade. Alternatively, the
new target might be detected via the peripheral retina in the
deviated eye. The brain could then derive saccade parameters
directly from information provided by the eye destined to acquire
the new target. The third possibility is that either eye could supply
the information required to make an appropriate saccade for a
fixation swap.

To resolve this issue, we presented targets dichoptically to
subjects with alternating exotropia that were visible to the fixat-
ing eye, the deviated eye, or to both eyes. We then compared the
subjects’ choice of eye for target acquisition with the organization
of their suppression scotomas. This approach revealed the strat-
egies used by individuals with alternating exotropia to make sac-
cades to visual targets.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Sixteen subjects with exotropia were enrolled in this study:
ages 8 – 49 years, 6 male, 10 female. None contributed to our previous
study of exotropia (Economides et al., 2012). Seven subjects had inter-
mittent exotropia, with stereoacuity of 80 arc-sec or better. Nine subjects
had constant exotropia and no stereopsis. Subjects were referred by oph-
thalmologists practicing in the San Francisco Bay Area. Adults gave in-
formed consent; minors gave assent and a parent provided informed
consent. The study was approved by the University of California San
Francisco Committee on Human Research and by the Kaiser Permanente
Northern California Institutional Review Board. Subjects were paid a
stipend to reimburse travel expenses.

Eligibility. All subjects received an ophthalmological examination,
which included assessment of the best-corrected visual acuity in each
eye, refractive error, pupils, color discrimination (Ishihara plates),
eye movements, ocular alignment, and stereopsis (Randot circles and
stereo butterfly). Slit lamp and fundus examinations were also per-
formed. Inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) 20/20 Snellen acuity in
each eye measured with best refractive correction, (2) exotropia since
early childhood, (3) no eye disease except strabismus, (4) ability to alter-
nate ocular fixation freely, (5) normal color vision, and (6) absence of
diplopia. Subjects with �4 diopters of myopia, hyperopia, or astigma-
tism were excluded. Scotoma mapping was performed with no refractive
correction, unless subjects wore contact lenses.

Testing apparatus. Subjects were seated in a dark room with their head
stabilized in a chin/forehead rest to minimize head movements while
facing a translucent tangent screen at 57 cm. Stimuli were rear-projected
onto the screen, which subtended �53° horizontally and vertically, using
a calibrated digital light projector (Hewlett Packard Model xb31, 60 Hz
refresh rate; Packer et al., 2001). It was controlled with a visual stimulus
generator (VSG 2/5; Cambridge Research Systems) using custom soft-
ware. The projected viewing area was 1024 � 768 pixels, with each square
pixel 1.42 mm on a side. Eye position was monitored using a separate
infrared 60 Hz video camera for each eye (iView X; SensoMotoric Instru-
ments). To avoid obstructing the field of view, the cameras were
mounted overhead and infrared mirrors were used to image the subject’s
eyes. Analog voltages representing the X/Y position of each eye, and the
location of visual stimuli on the tangent screen were recorded digitally at
120 Hz for off-line analysis by a Power 1401 data acquisition and control
system using Spike 2 software (Cambridge Electronics Design).

Dichoptic stimulus presentation. Subjects wore goggles containing di-
chroic filters, which transmitted red to the right eye and blue to the left
eye. Black rubber lens shades prevented subjects from seeing around the
lenses. The dichroic filters (Edmund Optics) matched the spectral trans-
mission properties of the dichroic filters in the digital light projector
color wheel. There was 0.092% transmission of red light through the blue
filter and 0.28% transmission of blue light through the red filter. This
“cross talk” was rendered invisible by showing stimuli against a textured
background, consisting of a fine purple random dot noise pattern (each
element 0.14 � 0.14°) visible to both eyes. A fresh background was gen-
erated on presentation of the fixation cross. The background pattern

made it impossible for subjects to detect the faint second image that
occurred from passage of the wrong color through the dichroic filter. It
also helped subjects to maintain their customary angle of exotropia dur-
ing testing. Without a background, subjects showed more variability in
their deviation angle, and even normal subjects with a large phoria expe-
rienced separation of the eyes.

Determination of eye choice for target acquisition. To initiate a trial the
subject fixated a central cross subtending 1°. It was randomly assigned to
be blue, red, or purple (Fig. 1). When the cross was blue or red, the
subject fixated with the left or the right eye, respectively. When it was
purple (a combination of isoluminant blue and red), the subject could
choose either eye. The percentage of purple cross trials initiated with the
left eye versus the right eye provided a quantitative index of ocular fixa-
tion preference.

After the cross was foveated for a variable interval between 500 and
2000 ms, a 1° spot was presented in the periphery for 200 ms. It was
assigned randomly to be blue, red, or purple. The subject’s task was to
make a saccade to the peripheral target. By the time the eye reached the
target, it had disappeared. This strategy discouraged corrective eye move-
ments following the initial saccade. It also avoided development of any
bias in eye choice that might be caused by the target being visible at the
end of some saccades (e.g., right eye to a red target) but not others (e.g.,
right eye to a blue target). To provide feedback to subjects, a reward tone
sounded when a saccade landed within 5° of the target. The next trial
began 500 ms later.

Peripheral targets were presented pseudorandomly at 5° intervals over
a grid measuring �30° horizontally and �15° vertically. There were 90
points in each grid and nine possible stimulus conditions (blue, red, or
purple cross � blue, red, or purple target). It required 810 trials to test all
points and stimulus conditions once. Efficient subjects did �25 trials/
min although most subjects, especially children, performed more slowly.
If a subject was willing, the test was repeated multiple times to test indi-
vidual points more than once. Some subjects had difficulty completing
even a single complement of test points.

In three subjects, an additional four stimulus conditions were tested.
The fixation cross was displaced horizontally by the amount of the sub-
ject’s ocular deviation to bring the nonfixating eye to the center of the
tangent screen. Displacement was accomplished by on-line feedback of
each eye’s position before trial initiation. This manipulation, performed
for some trials displaying a red cross/red target, red cross/blue target,
blue cross/blue target, and blue cross/red target, probed the impact of
orbital position versus eye of fixation on target acquisition.

Each trial was examined off-line to compile maps of saccade behavior
for each combination of cross color and target color. The eye that landed
closest to the target was deemed to have acquired it. Saccadic and glis-
sadic corrective movements were infrequent. When they occurred, the
eyes’ initial position rather than corrected position was plotted. If no eye
came within 10° of the target, or no saccade was made, the trial was not
included in the data analysis.

Saccade hypometria data were analyzed by fitting a mixed effect model
(McLean et al., 1991), such that:

Undershoot

� �1saccade amplitude � �2saccade amplitude � C � �3U � �,

where C denotes whether the saccade is adducting (1) or abducting (0); U
is a vector of random effects with mean E (u) � 0 and an unstructured
variance– covariance matrix; � denotes the random error; and �1, �2, and
�3 are model parameters. To test statistical significance, an F test was
performed on the interaction term.

Mapping of suppression scotomas. In 10/16 subjects the organization of
suppression scotomas was mapped by dichoptic visual field testing, using
methods described previously (Economides et al., 2012). In brief, the
procedure was nearly identical to that followed in mapping eye choice for
target acquisition, except that subjects were instructed to maintain fixa-
tion on the central cross throughout the trial. Instead of making a saccade
to the peripheral target, they verbally reported its color. The color of the
fixation cross varied randomly between blue and red; the peripheral
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target was either blue, red, or purple. The color reported by the subject
for purple targets revealed which eye was suppressed locally in the visual
field. For example, if a purple stimulus was reported as “red,” the left eye
was suppressed at that location. Responses on blue and red trials pro-
vided a measure of patient reliability, because they were visible to only
one eye, and hence only one color could be declared correctly. Strabismic
subjects were not aware that some trials were purple, rather than a single
color (blue or red), while performing the test.

Color discrimination becomes more difficult as stimulus distance in-
creases from the fovea. The use of color for dichoptic testing raises the
possibility that distance from the fovea could be a confounding factor.
For example, subjects might identify a target falling farther from either
fovea with more difficulty, simply because of decreased color contrast.
The size (1°) and contrast (0.5 log units brighter than background) of
colored stimuli were sufficient for subjects to perceive them reliably any-
where on the tangent screen. In control experiments reported previously,
adult subjects with recent onset of ocular misalignment were tested
(Economides et al., 2012). They did not have suppression and therefore
experienced diplopia. When presented with a purple target anywhere on
the tangent screen, they reported seeing both a red target and a blue
target, separated by the amount of their ocular deviation. Accordingly,
we interpreted perception of only one color as evidence of suppression in
the other eye.

One might have combined mapping of suppression scotomas with
mapping of saccadic behavior by having subjects make a saccade to pe-
ripheral targets and call out their color at the same time. We did not
follow this approach for two reasons. First, the idea of comparing the
maps evolved during the course of these experiments. Second, it seemed
preferable to gather the maps during independent testing sessions and
then to compare the data. Saccades to flashed targets are executed almost
reflexively, whereas verbal identification of stimulus color requires some
thought.

Results
Saccades to visual targets were recorded in 16 subjects with a
history of exotropia, or outward deviation of the eyes, since early
childhood. The subjects had 20/20 visual acuity in each eye, could
voluntarily switch fixation between the eyes, and denied diplopia.
Trials were initiated by fixating a cross located in the center of a
tangent screen (Fig. 1). After a variable delay a target appeared for
200 ms in the peripheral visual field. The subjects’ task was to
make a reactive saccade to the target. A red filter was worn over
the right eye and a blue filter over the left eye. The color of the
central fixation cross and the peripheral target varied randomly
between red, blue, and purple.

Target acquisition by the eye exposed to the target
Figure 2 shows data from a 36-year-old woman with an 18° exo-
tropia since childhood. When trials began with fixation by the left
eye and the peripheral target was visible only to the left eye (blue
cross/blue target), the peripheral target was almost always ac-
quired by the left eye (Fig. 2a). The same was true when stimuli
were visible only to the right eye: on such trials (red cross/red
target) the target was acquired by the right eye (Fig. 2b).

In exotropia the peripheral temporal retina is suppressed in
each eye to prevent diplopia. In this subject the visual fields were
mapped dichoptically in a separate experimental session. The
perceptual data revealed that red and blue stimuli were detected
accurately throughout the visual fields (Fig. 2c,d). Monocular
stimuli are perceived everywhere, despite strabismus, because the
phenomenon of suppression is evoked only when stimuli are
presented simultaneously to both eyes (Economides et al., 2012).
In our testing paradigm, this occurs only on purple target trials.

Comparison of the saccade data (Fig. 2a,b) and the perceptual
data (Fig. 2c,d) revealed a close match. On nearly all trials, a
saccade was executed to bring the eye that perceived the target

onto it. By chance, on some trials the target landed in the imme-
diate vicinity of the deviated eye. In that situation, the subject
would have been credited with acquisition of the target by mak-
ing just a small eye movement. Nonetheless, she made a large
saccade to acquire it with the other eye.

In normal subjects it is typical for saccades to undershoot
target position by �10% of target eccentricity (Becker and Fuchs,
1969; Weber and Daroff, 1971; Henson, 1978), although the ac-
curacy of saccades is dependent upon many factors, such as the
experimental paradigm, testing method, and subject perfor-
mance (Collewijn et al., 1988; Aitsebaomo and Bedell, 1992;
Kowler and Blaser, 1995). In the task performed by our exotropic
subjects, it was common for saccades to fall short of their target.
The amount of undershoot increased with target distance from
the initial fixation point (Fig. 2a,b).

In normal subjects, nasal saccades have a slightly longer dura-
tion than temporal saccades, and their velocity is correspondingly
slower. However, there is no nasal versus temporal difference in
the amount of saccadic hypometria (Robinson, 1964). In con-
trast, the exotropic subject illustrated in Figure 2 showed a strik-
ing asymmetry in horizontal target error, indicated by the length
of the vector between eye position and target position. Across all
16 subjects (Fig. 3), adducting saccades were more hypometric
than abducting saccades (p � 0.0001). For 30° saccades, the mean
undershoot was 5.5° (18%) in adduction and 3.6° (12%) in
abduction.

Crossover saccades
The largest saccades were elicited when the fixation cross and the
peripheral target differed in color. On such trials the fixation
cross was red and the target was blue, or vice versa (Fig. 4a,b). The
eye exposed to the target commenced the trial in a temporally
deviated orbital position. Accordingly, the target could be located

Figure 1. Procedure for determining eye choice for target acquisition in alternating exotro-
pia. a, Subject wearing filter glasses (red for right eye, blue for left eye) is seated in the dark
while viewing a tangent screen with a textured purple background. A red, blue, or purple cross
appears at the center of the screen. b, Subject makes a saccade to the central cross and fixates it.
c, After steady fixation on the central cross for a variable time period, a red, blue, or purple target
appears briefly somewhere in the periphery. d, Subject makes a saccade to the peripheral
target. It is gone before the eye arrives.
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nearly 50° nasal to the deviated eye. On some trials, the subject
made a large adducting saccade to acquire the target. On other
trials, she appeared to acquire the target with the other eye. This
behavior would mean that information about target location was
received by one eye but a saccade was programmed to bring the

other eye onto the target. We define such events as “crossover”
saccades. They permit an exotropic subject to substitute a smaller
abducting saccade for a larger adducting saccade.

When the target was located far nasally, it was sometimes
ambiguous with which eye the subject actually intended to ac-
quire it. Often the eyes straddled the target when they came to
rest. We awarded the target to the closest eye, but this rule did not
necessarily reflect the true goal of the eye movement. For exam-
ple, when there was a large undershoot in one eye and a small
overshoot in the other eye, the saccade was credited to the over-
shooting eye. It is likely, however, that the undershooting eye was
actually the one trying to reach the target, because typically sac-
cades are hypometric.

We attempted to referee the crossover saccades on a trial-by-
trial basis, based on the eyes’ relative landing positions and their
trajectories with respect to the target. For red cross/ blue target
trials (Fig. 4a) there were 52 crossover saccades, i.e., the target was
seen by the left eye but the right eye landed closer. In many cases
it was uncertain which eye was intended to capture the target. In
at least 20 cases, however, the subject was judged to make a sac-
cade to the target with the right eye. Sometimes the subject used a
different eye for the same target color at a given location. An
example is provided by the location at �10° horizontal, 	10°
vertical for blue cross/red target trials (Fig. 4b). On one occasion
the subject acquired the red target with the right eye, but on
another occasion it seemed clear that she used the left eye (Fig. 5).
Comparison of such trials provided the most convincing evi-
dence that crossover saccades are a genuine phenomenon.

Given that many trials were difficult to arbitrate, we de-
cided simply to assign target capture to the nearest eye. This
rule exaggerated the frequency of crossover saccades, but had

Figure 2. Target acquisition by a 36-year-old subject with alternating exotropia. a, Saccade data for blue cross/blue target trials. The targets appeared randomly at interstices of the grid. Red
(right eye) or blue (left eye) dots indicate which eye was closest after a target acquisition, with the error indicated by a line to the target location. If neither eye landed within 10° of the target, no
marker is shown (for example, horizontal 30°, vertical 5°). b, Saccade data for red cross/red target trials. c, Perceptual data for blue cross/blue target trials. The color filling each white circle indicates
the subject’s verbal report of the target color; shading between circles is a smoothed Kriging interpolation of the data. Jitter in target position reflects a correction for the difference in position
between the fixation cross and the fixating eye recorded by the eye tracker. Black dots represent the position of the deviated eye on each trial. d, Perceptual data for red cross/red target trials. Note
match between the saccade data (a, b) and the perceptual data (c, d): for the majority of trials the saccade to the target was made by the eye that detected the target. L (left) and R (right) indicate
mean positions of the eyes during central cross fixation.

Figure 3. Horizontal error in adducting versus abducting saccades executed by the fixating
eye starting at 0°. Each point is the mean error � SEM (n � 16 subjects) for saccades to each
horizontal location for the seven (�15°) vertical target coordinates. Adducting saccades were
significantly more hypometric than abducting saccades.
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the advantage of providing a single, consistent criterion to
identify them.

As mentioned before, crossover saccades were more frequent
when the central fixation cross and the peripheral target differed
in color and thus were visible to different eyes (compare Fig. 2a,b
with 4a,b). There are two potential explanations for this finding.
First, displacing the perceiving eye to a temporal orbital position
meant that larger adducting saccades were required to acquire
nasal targets. The extra distance alone might encourage more
crossover saccades. Second, engaging an eye in fixation of the
central cross could make the oculomotor system more likely to
program the next saccade for that eye. Accordingly, for example,
more crossover saccades might be expected on red cross/blue
target trials than on blue cross/blue target trials.

To differentiate between these two possibilities, the fixation
cross was displaced horizontally on some trials to bring the non-
fixating eye into primary position (Fig. 6). The required displace-
ment averaged 18°, with slight variation from trial to trial,
depending on the precise angle of exotropia at any moment.
Crossover saccades were infrequent when the filter covering the
eye at the center of the tangent screen matched the color of the
peripheral target, regardless of which eye fixated the cross to ini-
tiate the trial (note similarity between Fig. 2a,b and 6a,b). By the
same token, crossover saccades were common when the eye dis-
placed temporally matched the color of the peripheral target,
regardless of which eye fixated the cross to initiate the trial (note
similarity between Fig. 4a,b and 6c,d). These results suggest that
eye choice for acquisition of targets, under these artificial testing
conditions, is not influenced strongly by which eye is engaged in
fixation at the moment the saccade is planned. Rather, the orbital
position of the eyes relative to the target is what matters. Similar
results were obtained in two other patients tested by displacing
the fixation cross temporally.

Figure 7 shows data compiled from all 16 patients. They had a
mean deviation of 13.5 � 5.3° (range 5–22°). Behavior is com-
pared under two conditions: the eye fixating the central cross
perceiving the peripheral target (Fig. 7a,b) versus the eye
displaced temporally perceiving the target (Fig. 7c,d). With the
eye perceiving the target in primary position, crossover saccades
occurred on 9.3% of trials. With the perceiving eye displaced
temporally (because the central fixation cross was visible only to
the other eye) crossover saccades occurred on 30.6% of trials.
Under both conditions, crossover saccades became common
when the target was presented more than �25° into the nasal visual
hemifield of the perceiving eye. As one would expect, the transition
zone shifted on the tangent screen with change in ocular fixation by
approximately the amount of the subjects’ mean deviation
(Fig. 7, compare a,b with c,d). This supports the idea that
crossover saccades occurred whenever the size of the required
adducting saccade exceeded a certain limit, averaging �25° in
our population.

The mean latency of saccades when the target was perceived by
the acquiring eye was 227 � 62 ms (n � 6824). The mean latency
of crossover saccades was 276 � 88 ms (n � 1280). The latencies
were significantly different (p � 0.0001, Z test).

Eye choice for targets presented to both eyes
On some trials the peripheral target was visible potentially to both
eyes (blue cross/purple target or red cross/purple target). Such
trials produced a pattern of target acquisitions that differed rad-

Figure 4. Crossover saccades elicited by a target presented nasally to a temporally deviated eye. a, Red cross/blue target trials. b, Blue cross/red target trials. The target color is the same as in
Figure 2, a and b, respectively, but the eye to which they are presented is temporally displaced in the orbit by the amount of the ocular deviation (�18°). As a result, the subject often executed a
crossover saccade by acquiring the target with the other eye. Crossover saccades are events represented by red circles in (a) and blue circles in (b).

Figure 5. Comparison of two different trials in Figure 4b for a red target located at �10°
horizontal, 	10° vertical. a, Target acquired by the eye that saw it, namely, the right eye. There
was a 3.1° error. b, Target acquired by the eye blind to it, namely, the left eye. There was a 3.2°
error. This trial represents a crossover saccade. Plus sign denotes target location, L (left) and R
(right) signify mean initial eye positions for all trials, and blue and red circles indicate final eye
positions.
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Figure 6. Impact of eye fixation versus orbital position on the frequency of crossover saccades. a, Red cross/blue target trials, with the red cross displaced to the right by �18° (compare with Fig.
2a). b, Blue cross/red target trials, with the blue cross displaced to the left by �18° (compare with Fig. 2b). The results in a and b are similar to those in Figure 2, indicating that which eye fixates
the cross to initiate the trial does not influence the occurrence of crossover saccades. c, Blue cross/blue target trials, with the blue cross displaced to the left by �18° (compare with Fig. 4a). d, Red
cross/red target trials with the red cross displaced to the right by �18° (compare with Fig. 4b). The results in c and d are similar to those in Figure 4, confirming that the frequency of crossover
saccades does not depend on which eye fixates the cross at the beginning of the trial. Instead, the critical factor is the distance of the target from the fovea of the perceiving eye. Shifting the perceiving
eye temporally causes more targets on the tangent screen to be captured by the other eye.

Figure 7. Target acquisition on 8104 trials by 16 subjects. a, b, Blue cross/blue target and red cross/red target trials. Color shading of bins indicates the percentage of targets acquired by the right
eye (RE) and left eye (LE). Crossover saccades are confined to the far nasal field because the perceiving eye is situated at the center of the tangent screen. This limits the requirement for adducting
saccades to a maximum of 30°. c, d, Red cross/blue target and blue cross/red target trials. Crossover saccades are more common, because the eye that can see the target is positioned more temporally.
The shift in the spatial prevalence of crossover saccades from top to bottom panels corresponds to the subjects’ mean ocular deviation (13.5°), with some smearing because of variation in strabismus
angle among subjects.
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ically from the behavior elicited when the peripheral target was
visible only to the eye initiating the trial. In the latter case, the
eye that was fixating the central cross acquired virtually all the
peripheral targets (Fig. 2a,b). In distinction, when the target
was purple, the eyes divided target acquisition into two zones,
separated by a vertical border between their fixation points
(Fig. 8a,b).

In a separate session, the subject’s perceptual responses to blue
cross/purple target and red cross/purple target trials were re-
corded to determine the layout of the suppression scotomas in
her visual fields (Fig. 8c,d). The maps revealed a vertical border
between the center of gaze for each eye, splitting the tangent
screen into regions where perception was mediated by either the
right eye or the left eye (Economides et al., 2012). In regions
where one eye was perceptually dominant, the other eye was sup-
pressed. The perceptual maps and the saccade maps corre-
sponded, indicating that the eye via which the stimulus was
perceived was the eye that acquired it during the saccade task.

Dichoptic sensory testing was performed in nine additional
subjects with childhood exotropia to allow comparison with the
pattern of eye choice for acquisition of purple targets (Fig. 9).

There was a consistent organization of suppression scotomas,
with each eye dominant in its temporal visual field. Midway be-
tween the center of gaze for each eye, a transition occurred be-
tween perception and suppression. Overlay of the saccade
behavior elicited during a separate experiment revealed that the
left eye tended to acquire binocular (purple) targets in regions
where the right eye was suppressed, and vice versa. Some of the
apparent exceptions were due to subjects’ blind spots. Other ex-
ceptions may have been due to variability in the position of the
deviated eye from trial to trial.

Eye preference and fixation behavior
Although our subjects could alternate fixation and had normal
acuity in each eye, they exhibited a strong preference to fixate

with a given eye. When the central cross was purple, subjects were
free to fixate it with either eye. The 16 subjects initiated a mean of
78% of trials with the same eye. Only one subject started �60% of
the trials with the same eye.

For example, the subject in Figure 10 fixated with the right eye
on 94% of trials that began with a purple cross. Consequently,
behavior on purple cross/red target trials (Fig. 10a) closely resem-
bled red cross/red target trials (Fig. 2b). By the same token, purple
cross/blue target trials (Fig. 10b) matched red cross/blue target
trials (Fig. 4a) and purple cross/purple trials (Fig. 10c) matched
red cross/purple target trials (Fig. 8b). The subject’s strong pref-
erence for fixation of the central cross by the right eye did not
influence the choice of which eye she used subsequently to ac-
quire peripheral targets. For purple targets, that choice appeared
to be determined solely by which eye detected it (Fig. 8).

One might wonder why so many fixation crosses visible to both
eyes were acquired by the right eye, given that the preceding trial
often ended with the eyes in right gaze. In that situation the purple
cross should have appeared blue, and hence visible only to the left
eye, because it was located in a right eye suppression scotoma (Fig.
8c). There were two likely explanations. First, the subject quickly
learned to bring her right eye back to the center of the screen during
the 500 ms pause between trials, in anticipation of the next trial.
Second, she sometimes fixated the purple cross with the left eye, and
then switched spontaneously to the right eye. Fixation of the cross
was credited to the eye foveating it at the moment the target appeared
in the periphery, so such trials were awarded to the right eye.

Discussion
When in a diverged state, people with intermittent exotropia
occasionally alternate fixation by switching from one eye to the
other to explore interesting features in the visual scene. This be-
havior can give rise to confusion in social interactions because
interlocutors are unsure to whom attention is being directed
(Babar et al., 2010). The proclivity to alternate fixation is one

Figure 8. Saccades to targets presented to both eyes. a, b, Blue cross/purple target and red cross/purple target trials. A purple target elicits a different pattern of saccadic behavior than a blue (Fig.
2a) or a red (Fig. 2b) target. There are separate zones where either the left eye or the right eye makes a saccade to the target. c, d, Perceptual data for blue cross/purple target and red cross/purple
target trials acquired in a separate experiment, showing the patient’s verbal identification of target color. In regions shaded blue the right eye is suppressed, and vice versa. Correlation between
saccade data and perceptual data implies that saccades are made to each target with the eye that perceives the target.
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reason why amblyopia is uncommon in intermittent exotropia
(Cotter et al., 2009). The other reason is that decompensation
usually occurs after the critical period for development of normal
acuity in each eye (Kiorpes and Movshon, 1996).

It has been unknown how subjects with intermittent exotro-
pia decide which eye to use to look at a given target or how they
make an accurate saccade to a fresh target with one eye when the
other eye is fixating elsewhere. The problem is compounded by
the fact that exotropic subjects are always viewing two targets at
any moment. It can be difficult to know which object is the prin-
cipal target.

In a previous study, we devised a task for monkeys with alter-
nating exotropia that required them to fixate a central target and
then to make a saccade to a target that appeared randomly in the
periphery (Economides et al., 2007). The fraction of central tar-
gets acquired by each eye reflected the strength of ocular fixation
preference. The pattern of saccades to peripheral targets provided
a map of saccadic behavior. A sharp vertical border divided the
scene into regions where peripheral targets were acquired either
by the left eye or the right eye. Das (2009) has tested exotropic
monkeys using a similar paradigm, except that the animals in his
experiments were not required to fixate centrally at the beginning
of each trial. Our data are in good agreement: if a given target
lands on the temporal retina in one eye and the nasal retina in the
other eye, the eye that received nasal retinal stimulation will usu-
ally acquire it (Agaoglu et al., 2014).

The present study was designed to explain this predictable
pattern of eye choice for target acquisition in exotropia by linking
oculomotor behavior to visual perception. Targets were pre-
sented dichoptically, so that they were visible to either the fixating
eye, the deviating eye, or to both eyes. There were three main
findings. First, if a target is presented to only one eye, that eye will

make the saccade to the target. That is true, even if the person has
a strong fixation preference for the other eye. The allegiance to
the eye stimulated by the target is so powerful that the eye is used
to make saccades to locations where, during binocular stimula-
tion, the other eye would normally engage targets (compare Figs.
2, 8). It is hazardous to infer motive, but the simplest interpreta-
tion of this behavior is that the easiest computation for the ocu-
lomotor system is to program a saccade for the eye that supplied
information about the target’s location.

Second, there is an exception to the first finding. When the
required saccade is large and adducting, subjects sometimes ac-
quire the target with the other eye (Fig. 4). This strategy allows
subjects to avoid making large adducting saccades, which in exo-
tropia tend to undershoot more than abducting saccades (Fig. 3).
The reason for the greater inaccuracy of adducting saccades is
unclear, but one explanation is that exotropes have less practice
making them because sometimes they switch fixation to the other
eye. Alternatively, weak adduction tone may be a causative factor
contributing to the occurrence of intermittent exotropia. In ei-
ther case, the ability to make crossover saccades demonstrates
that in alternating exotropia the oculomotor system can obtain
information about target location from one eye and program a
saccade to the target for the other eye. This observation implies
that the oculomotor system actively samples information about
the position of the deviating eye, not just the fixating eye, to
perform this calculation. This might be supplied by propriocep-
tive feedback from the eye muscles, anomalous retinal correspon-
dence, or central encoding of the strabismus angle (Hallden,
1982; Cooper and Record, 1986; Grant and Berman, 1991; Her-
zau, 1996; Wong et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2007; Das, 2011).

In exotropic monkeys, Das (2009) has shown that the latency
of saccades that involve the same eye or a fixation swap is not

Figure 9. Correlation between perceptual maps and fixation behavior in 10 strabismic subjects (a–j). Each set of plots shows responses with the left eye (L) fixating centrally and the right eye (R)
fixating centrally. Blue shading indicates regions where purple stimuli were perceived with the left eye, and red shading denotes perception with the right eye (see Economides et al., 2012, Fig. 6,
for further explanation). The dots overlaid on the perceptual maps indicate the landing points of saccades made to purple targets by either the left eye (blue dots) or the right eye (red dots) during
a separate experiment. On most trials, targets seen by the left eye were acquired by the left eye, and vice versa. Subject a is featured in Figures 2, 4 – 6, 8, and 10. The position shown for the deviated
eye is an average of all trials: there was considerable trial-to-trial variability.
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consistently different. In his experiments the target was visible to
both eyes. We measured the latency of saccades to targets pre-
sented to only one eye. Crossover saccades (target invisible to the
acquiring eye) had a latency nearly 50 ms longer than same eye
saccades (target visible to the acquiring eye). This difference sug-
gests that it takes extra time for the oculomotor system to trans-
form the retinal error from the perceiving eye into a motor
command that yields an appropriate saccade for the other eye.
The increased latency we measured was reasonable in duration
for such a computation. A somewhat analogous example is af-
forded by the antisaccade task, wherein subjects are cued to look
in a direction opposite to a target (Antoniades et al., 2013). This
maneuver increases saccadic latency by 20 – 80 ms (Hallett and
Adams, 1980).

It is unknown what neural pathways allow an exotropic sub-
ject to make a crossover saccade. Normally, a saccade target
evokes sensory and motor activity at the same location in the
superior colliculus, albeit in different layers (Schiller, 1984; Gan-
dhi and Katnani, 2011). In strabismus one predicts that when a
crossover saccade occurs, a target evokes neuronal activity at one
location in the sensory map but activity occurs subsequently at a
different location in the saccade direction/amplitude map. Re-
cordings are underway in behaving monkeys raised with exotro-
pia to explore this process.

The third finding from this study was that when a target is
presented to both eyes there is a correspondence between each
subject’s suppression scotoma maps and eye choice maps for
target acquisition (Figs. 8, 9). This means that when a scene is
viewed binocularly by an alternating exotrope, separate portions
of the scene are perceived via each eye and targets are acquired
based on information provided directly by the eye that has de-
tected them. Crossover saccades are rare under binocular condi-
tions, because a transfer of target information from perceiving
eye to acquiring eye is not necessary. Instead, targets in the far
nasal visual field of each eye are perceived by the fellow eye, which
can easily acquire them. This results in the occasional, large fixa-
tion swaps that are characteristic of exotropic subjects.

In a sense the eye choice maps for target acquisition in Figure
9 are misleading, because they suggest that exotropic subjects
confronting a visual scene always make saccades to the left half
with the left eye and to the right half with the right eye. This is

Figure 11. Dual scan paths in strabismus reveal how subjects explore visual scenes. a, Scan
path for the left eye (blue) and the right eye (red) of a 32-year-old woman with 20° of alternat-
ing exotropia (Fig. 9, subject c; note right hypertropia with left eye fixation, and vice versa).
During the 7 s she viewed the image, there were 20 saccades from the start (black arrows) to the
end (white arrows). b, Vertical and horizontal position traces for the scan path. The mean
amplitude of the horizontal component of the saccades was 3.8°. There was a constant right
hypertropia, signaling that the left eye was always engaged in fixation, although both eyes
contributed to perception of the scene.

Figure 10. Eye preference for trial initiation. a, Purple cross/red target trials. Open circles
(93%) denote trials initiated by fixating the purple cross with the right eye; closed circles (7%)
represent trials started by fixating it with the left eye. Pattern of target acquisitions is similar to
that shown in Figure 2b, because 93% of trials were equivalent to red cross/red target trials. b,
Purple cross/blue target trials, again with 93% initiated by fixation with the right eye, giving
results similar to red cross/blue target trials in Figure 4a. c, Purple cross/purple target trials, with
95% initiated by right eye fixation. Results are similar to red cross/purple target trials shown in
Figure 8b. The subject acquired peripheral targets with the eye that perceived them, despite a
strong right eye fixation preference, except for the crossover saccades in b.
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true, but only under artificial conditions, where one eye is forced
to fixate centrally while a single target flashes into view some-
where in the periphery. This paradigm does not reflect the way
exotropic subjects freely view natural visual scenes with their
eyes. Figure 11 shows the scan path for each eye of an exotropic
subject (Fig. 9c) with a left eye fixation preference, recorded while
she looked at a picture of a cliff face. Although the eyes are devi-
ated, one should bear in mind that information emanating from
both foveae is perceived. The peripheral temporal retina in each
eye is suppressed but the fovea is spared, even in the deviated eye
(Economides et al., 2012). Visual confusion is avoided by anom-
alous retinal correspondence, whereby points on the deviated
eye’s retina are shifted peripherally in a head- or body-centered
reference frame by an amount equal to the angle of globe mis-
alignment. Information is perceived via the deviated eye’s fovea,
but not processed on par with the fixating eye’s fovea. The effec-
tive center of gaze remains associated with the fovea dominated
by the subject’s visual attention, which is used moment by mo-
ment to make saccades to targets.

In strabismus, with two separate scan paths, it is difficult to
deduce which fovea is the master and which is the slave during
exploration of a scene. Sometimes one can guess, based on which
eye is directed toward the most salient features in the image. The
subject in Figure 11 exhibited an anomaly that occurs occasion-
ally in exotropia (Das and Mustari, 2007; Walton et al., 2014).
When fixating with either eye, the other became slightly elevated
(Fig. 9c). During the entire scan path her right eye was hyper-
tropic, by a mean of 5.2°. The right hypertropia revealed that her
dominant left eye drove scrutiny of this visual scene. Suppression
scotoma mapping showed that the left eye was perceptually dom-
inant for 10° into its right (nasal) field (Fig. 9c). During free
viewing, no rightward saccade by the left eye was �5° in horizon-
tal amplitude (Fig. 11). Because only small rightward saccades
were made, all targets fell within a zone 10° nasal to the left eye’s
center of gaze, where the left eye was perceptually dominant and
the right eye was suppressed. As alluded to earlier, strabismic
subjects prefer to perceive and saccade with the same eye to tar-
gets. This experiment suggests that exotropic subjects explore
scenes with their dominant eye, stepping their way with small
saccades when they look nasally, to avoid having to switch fixa-
tion to the other eye. Head movements, which we have ignored in
this study, also occur to avoid large saccades (Guitton, 1992).
Alternating saccades are used on an occasional basis, when it is
necessary to shift the focus of exploration abruptly to the other
side of the scene.

By displaying stimuli to one eye or both, these experiments
have allowed us to tease apart the strategies that subjects with
alternating exotropia use to make saccades to targets. The oculo-
motor system adapts remarkably well to misalignment of the
eyes. It would be worthwhile to examine other forms of strabis-
mus, such as esotropia with cross fixation, using similar methods.
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